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另外，该学位论文为（                            ）课题（组）
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The difference, concerning the patterns of thoughts and expression, between 
English and Chinese languages has been observed and the E-C translation needs the 
comprehensive understanding of the original English text and calls for the idiomatic 
expression of the Chinese version. A variety of translation skills, with guidance of 
respective theories, should be applied in the process of E-C translation. Multis and 
Mono, a recent work by Hugo de Garis, the pioneer and expert in the field of artificial 
intelligence, discusses such issues as how a mono-cultured man could deal with a 
multi-cultured world and what the countries in this globe are really like. To translate 
the lively and rich expressions in this book into Chinese would be of much help in 
developing the skills used in the E-C translation.  
This report firstly makes a brief introduction to the author and his book, and 
then presents the Chinese counterpart of the chosen chapter, which is mainly about the 
pros and cons of Japan and its people concerning Japan’s geography, politics and 
daily life. The report, then, analyses the specific meaning as for the understanding of 
English words and the expression of Chinese sentences through examples and 
discusses the skills used in the translation of this work such as diction, amplification, 
free translation, word order and cultural sense of beauty, so as to sum up some 
translation principles in the hope of working out a better Chinese version and making 
a little contribution to the study of E-C translation. 
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之少，2009 年度的奖项当中日本只获得其中的 12 项，而美国是 160 项，英国 110














































































Degree papers are in the “Xiamen University Electronic Theses and Dissertations Database”. Full
texts are available in the following ways: 
1. If your library is a CALIS member libraries, please log on http://etd.calis.edu.cn/ and submit
requests online, or consult the interlibrary loan department in your library. 
2. For users of non-CALIS member libraries, please mail to etd@xmu.edu.cn for delivery details.
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